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FOUR HOLIDAY WOOD TURNING PRODUCTS FROM 
ROCKLER 

Razor, Ice Cream Scoop, Mug Insert and Bookmark 
  

MEDINA, MN (October 23, 2012)- Rockler Woodworking and Hardware has introduced 
four new wood turning products just in time for the holiday gift-giving season:  
the Razor Handle Hardware Kit, Chrome or Brass (48410, 44881); the Aluminum Ice Cream 
Scoop Turning Kit (43609); the Mug Insert (46371); and the Bookmark Hardware Kit 
(46505, 43642). 
 
Razor Handle Hardware Kit, Chrome or Brass (48410, 44881) 
Turn an elegant shaver with this polished shaving razor hardware kit. Accepts standard 
Mach 3 razor cartridges, one of the top razors in the industry. The cartridges clip easily onto 
the end of the razor holder and are released with the push of a button. Kit uses standard 
7mm pen turning components so it can be turned on a pen mandrel. Available in Chrome or 
Brass finish. MSRP: $8.99 

    
   
Aluminum Ice Cream Scoop Turning Kit (43609) 
This highly conductive aluminum scoop, when dipped in hot water between scoops, is a 
time-saving treat. Aluminum conducts heat more quickly than steel, which means a quick 
dip is enough to warm it, and prevent the ice cream from sticking to the scoop. Turn a 
custom handle for a great gift, or keep it for personal scooping pleasure. Turning blank not 
included. MSRP $10.59 
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Mug Insert (46371) 
Whether it ends up holding a cup of morning coffee or a fresh bouquet of flowers, this 
Stainless Steel Insert is a great way to show off turning skills, as well as that chunk of 
prized figured wood. It's an ideal project for mid-level to experienced turners, and will help 
hone spindle turning and hollowing skills. Use a solid blank, or experiment with stave 
construction. Turning blank not included. MSRP: $6.49 
 

 
 
Bookmark hardware Kit (46505, 43642) 
No piece of scrap wood will escape unturned when these charming little metal bookmarks 
are begging for hand-turned buttons. Just use the Bookmark Turning Mandrel (43641, sold 
separately) to turn a small disc of beautiful wood to the same diameter, then glue it into 
place. Turning blank/small discs of wood not included. Available in Gold or Chrome finish. 
Sold in 5-Packs. MSRP: $6.99 
     

    
 
 
 
Note: Hi-resolution images and text to go along with this news release are available for 
download at www.rockler.com/news. 
 
 
 
ABOUT ROCKLER WOODWORKING AND HARDWARE 
Celebrating its 58th anniversary as a family-run business, Rockler Woodworking and Hardware is the 
nation’s premier supplier of specialty hardware, tools, lumber and other high quality woodworking 
products. Rockler has 29 retail locations in AZ, CA, CO, GA, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, MN, MO, NH, NY, OH, 
OR, PA, TX, WA, and WI – plus 60 independent reseller locations nationwide, as well as extensive 
catalog and internet operations. 
 
To learn more about Rockler, please visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER. 
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